
Hi Enfield council, 
We object to the local plan, really in it's entirety, not because all the ideas are bad, some are 
good and constructive, but because of the way it is being handled, rushed through and 
made a deliberately large plan to read through (400 odd pages). For such big plans for the 
local area I would expect a leaflet of some kind being posted to each resident highlighting 
key changes and developments and how they will affect the way we live, or even a council 
representative meeting each resident to discuss views. The whole scheme seems very 
underhand and details kept deliberately obscure and difficult to understand. Given the time 
frame from plan generation to end of consultation with little resident notification of what 
the Enfield local plan means the rushing through of the scheme seems like there is another 
agenda. 
We object to any development on the Enfield Green belt, this is unnecessary and 
destructive to Enfields future generations. 
We object to a new crematorium built near residential areas by edmonton cemetery,  again 
this seems unnecessary as there are more open areas North of the borough. 
We object to all of Enfield councils recent road closures and supposed LTN's, again these 
schemes seemed rushed through and carried out with little or no local consultation. As 
residents of this Borough we pay road tax like any other road user in this country and 
should be entitled to fully open roads as per any other road using tax payer.
Enfields future should not be based around bicycle use, Enfields local hubs are far apart 
along with public transport stations, particularly East of the Borough, we are not inner city 
London with underground stations every 10 minute walk. Residents of Enfield will be 
travelling in clean cars before long so the local plan should prepare for this.
The re-development of the sainsburys in Winchmore Hill again seems to be very rushed 
through and decisions made with little consultation and kept low profile.
We've read the local plan and carried out the obscure online Enfield local plan survey. We 
think Enfield Council should be more open with the residents of this Borough and extend 
the consultation period for a bit of a re-think. If the plans Enfield Council are proposing 
were positive and beneficial to the Borough then the local plan details would be posted and 
postered everywhere throughout the Borough, which the details presently are not, which 
naturally leads to the thought that the council themselves know the Enfield local plan is 
going to be unpopular.
Thank you
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